The Humanities and Social Sciences Fund Conference:

**Walls, Borders and Frontier Zones in the Ancient and the Contemporary World**

**A Public Opening Event**

**Tower of David - Museum of the History of Jerusalem**  
**Sunday, December 18. 2022**

14:00  
Greetings and gatherings

14:30-16:00  
Walls, Borders and Migration in Medieval China and Mongolia.  
Gideon Shelach-Lavi and members of The Wall (ERC funded project)

16:30-18:00  
A Round Table: Borders from Historical and Current Perspectives:  
Gili Drori (Sociology), Alexander Yakobson (Roman History),  
Dror Wahrman (Early Modern History)

18:30  
Opening reception

**Monday and Tuesday, December 19-20. 2022.**  
**Hebrew University, Mt. Scopus**

**Academic Panels**  
All lectures will be open to the public. For details see: [https://thewall.huji.ac.il/conferences](https://thewall.huji.ac.il/conferences)